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Mighty Mos in Montgomery County: 
The Hot Shoppes History

By Katie Dishman

self-reliance proved crucial for the boy’s future success.
 

 

 

 Bill had been looking for a business venture; he had a variety of jobs at Weber Junior College, 

through Washington, DC, the summer after completing his Mormon mission and thought ice cold root 
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The Start of Something Big

 

opening a business.  

large ones for adults and a three-ounce size for children.1

 

Atlantic journey.  

Shoppe in 1927; employee Robert Smice is 
seen through the window.
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Learning on the Job

 

patrons than the inaugural store.

1920s and early 1930s.

 
2

 

 

accountants, but they bought a ledger 

encountered has become part of company 

for the drinks, the coins left on the counter 

 A greater challenge involved the 
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heard from Colton about the upcoming menu of spicy food.  Bill proposed the idea of “Hot Shop” to Allie 

3

Going it Alone

 

provide considerable family business.   

gas stations.

 Alice Sheets Marriott, 

1927
J. Willard “Bill” Marriott and 
business partner Hugh Colton open 
their first A&W Root Beer stand in 
Washington, D.C.  After Bill marries 
Alice Sheets, the three open a 
second A&W stand on 9th Street; it 
is renamed Hot Shoppes after they 
begin serving food.  Colton sells his 
portion after the first year.

1928

The Hot Shoppe on Georgia 
Avenue opens; it is the first 
drive-in restaurant on the 
East Coast. The wait staff, 
called "curbers," would run 
to cars to take orders.

1929

Hot Shoppes, 
Inc. is officially 
incorporated.

1

Marriott Timeline
1930

The fifth Hot Shoppe 
opens on Connecticut 
Avenue, becoming the 
company’s flagship store.  
The Marriotts focus on 
opening restaurants along 
well-traveled roadways 
to attract a growing 
commuter population.
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1937
Hot Shoppes pioneers 
airline catering at 
Hoover Field by selling 
boxed lunches to 
passengers, eventually 
named In-Flite. Also, 
the first Hot Shoppe in 
Montgomery County 
opens in Chevy Chase.

1953

Hot Shoppes 
becomes a public 
company when 
stock is offered at 
$10.25 per share 
and sells out 
in two hours of 
trading. 

1955
Hot Shoppes 
administrative 
offices consolidate 
in one headquarters 
building at 5161 
River Road in 
Bethesda, Maryland.

1955

The 
Mighty Mo 
hamburger is 
introduced.

1957

The Marriotts 
enter the lodging 
business 
when the first 
Marriott motor 
hotel opens at 
Twin Bridges 
in Arlington, 
Virginia. 

1964
The company 
changes its name 
to Marriott-Hot 
Shoppes, Inc.; 
Bill Marriott, Jr. 
becomes President. 

1965

Hot Shoppes 
Jr. debuts in 
Washington, 
D.C. offering 
fast service 
and a limited 
menu.

1967
The 
company 
changes 
its name 
again to 
the Marriott 
Corporation. 

1968

Marriott 
debuts Roy 
Rogers 
restaurants, 
renowned 
for its 
roast beef 
sandwiches.

1979
A new 
corporate 
headquarters 
opens on 
Fernwood 
Road in 
Bethesda, 
Maryland.

1989

Marriott 
restructures 
by selling off 
its restaurant 
and In-Flite 
divisions.

1999
The last Hot 
Shoppe, in 
Marlow Heights, 
Maryland, closes 
its doors.

2018

Marriott International 
breaks ground for a 
new headquarters 
building in 
downtown Bethesda, 
maintaining its ties to 
Montgomery County.

display, ca. 1929.
would deliver orders to the patrons in their cars.

artist to create a character in uniform holding a tray, running to deliver orders to customers in their cars.  

the Hot Shoppes logo for many years.   

 

g 
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The Market Collapses, but the Marriotts Do Not

 

unemployment rate soaring, the neighborhood around the second Hot Shoppe on 9th Street deteriorated; 

 Bill believed in the importance 

maintain a large number of employees.  

real estate industry, “location, location, 
location,” to their business.  

 Bill hired boys to sit at certain 

direction.

Connecticut Avenue NW.  
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high schoolers and college students.

7

 

regarding many functions including accounting, general administration, and customer and employee 

 Allie, too, did her part not only 

the nearly continual redecoration of the 

able to aid her husband like she had.

 Bill’s large family provided another 
pool of employees to tap.  Brother Paul had 

in managing the DC Hot Shoppes; he also 



of good but reasonably priced fare.  In 1933, a Hot Shoppe opened farther north, in Philadelphia.  In 1934, 

through radiation therapy, but it did not reduce the lymph nodes, and his doctors did not think surgery 

found no sign of Hodgkin’s disease.

of advertisement.  

9

residents employed, ca. 1937.
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A New Business Begins to Fly

 
Shoppe opened at Wisconsin and Western Avenues in Chevy Chase in March 1937.  In addition, on 

 In the late 1930s, the majority of airline 

Cardboard trays, specially created for airline 
use, held the meals.  Initially, the airlines served 
complimentary food, delivered by Hot Shoppes 

Shoppes employees held jobs dedicated to airline 

of jobs including running the restaurant division 
The company airline catering began in 1937 when food was 

 

recognizable through standard designs.  

dances, the venues served as convenient spots to eat 
10
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restaurants and drive-ins into 

running the cafeteria at the Naval 

 In addition, Hot Shoppes 

Research Corporation in Riverdale, 

food for all three shifts.11
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Postwar Progress with the Pantry House and More

 When peace came in September 1945, it took several months for all rationing to end.  Business 

Shoppes airline catering in Miami.

for the Family.”

President, discussed the status of Hot Shoppes 

have been characteristic of our 20th Anniversary 

sales operations, including drive-in restaurants, 
retail sales stores, airlines catering, industrial 

members, serving the public 75,000 meals per 
day at the peak of the season.”12

Street Commissary in the 1940s 
reportedly became the largest 

States, just after the military.13

 Besides additional drive-
ins and restaurants, the company 
operated some industrial and 

nationally as suburbs continued to 

federal government had brought 
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The Fifties Frenzy

 

Saturday Evening Pos t published in June 1950, “Good Mormons Don’t 
Go Broke.”  

as a youth, and Allie began college early to help 
support her family after her father’s death. 

business in DC.  Moreover, in their pursuit of 

believing in the Golden Rule of treating others 

 In 1950, Bill and Allie opened a Hot 

in.  In Montgomery County, Maryland, the 
Colesville Road Shoppe opened in Silver 

standardization in food preparation.

including the addition of iconic items such as 

sherbet, in 1952, and in 1955 the Mighty Mo 

it evolved into more of a traditional ham and 

U.S.S. Missouri.14
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automobile.

popularity of the burger.
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14

throughout our organization.” 
 

in 1930, just three years after the 
company began and at the start of 
the Great Depression.  Beginning 

[African-American] race,” he noted.  

representative,” a job he held until his 
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Motor Hotels Move In

 After construction of the Pentagon building 1941-43 on the site of the former Hoover Airport, Bill 



 Just three years later, as the hotel business became more prominent, the company changed names 

 

 

 
 Hot Shoppes continued to be popular into the 1970s, although the company had begun to focus on 
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hotels globally, Hot Shoppes are remembered fondly by many in Montgomery County, particularly those 

to be company president; his father stayed on as chairman of the Board of Directors.

in Montgomery County. 
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